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I. Introduction

The emergence of financial conglomerates which engage in a broad array of activities has challenged nations' abilities to ensure the competitiveness and the safety of their financial systems. Regulators have become increasingly concerned that a banking or securities crisis in one country could threaten the safety of the global financial system.

The responses of regulators generally are governed by the structure of their respective financial systems. Some nations prohibit a single entity from engaging in both banking and securities activities, while others permit a single entity to provide all forms of financial services. Other countries have a mixed system, allowing a broad array of financial services to be conducted through different entities.

The International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) has attempted to establish a common framework for the international regulation of securities firms and towards this end, has expressed a willingness to cooperate with the Basle Committee on Banking Regulation and Supervisory Practices (the Basle Committee). At IOSCO's annual meeting held in Washington in September of 1991, securities regulators tentatively endorsed certain basic prin-

2 The Basle Committee, which meets at the Bank for International Settlements in Switzerland, is comprised of the representatives of the central banks and supervisory authorities of the Group of 10 members (Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the United States) and Luxembourg. In 1988, it produced a final version of proposed capital adequacy standards for internationally active banks. Basle Committee members have promised to fully implement these standards by January 1, 1993. Bank for International Settlements Committee on Banking Regulation and Supervisory Practices, Report on International Convergence of Capital Measurements and Capital Standards (Revised Basle Agreement), American Society of International Law (July 1988) [hereinafter Basle Accord].

A 1990 survey indicated that eight members had begun to implement them: Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the United States; other EC members will meet them when they implement EC directives. See International
principles on capital adequacy in a Memorandum from IOSCO's Technical Committee to the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision. IOSCO stated that it was "willing, in principle, to conclude as a first step, an agreement with the Basle Committee of Banking Supervisors which would establish an international standard for market risk requirements and a definition of permitted regulatory capital."

In January of 1992, the Basle Committee and the Technical Committee of IOSCO met jointly for the first time. At that meeting, both committees reached preliminary understandings related to the development of (1) international capital requirements for banks that take into account interest rate risk on tradeable securities and price risk on equity positions held by banks; and (2) minimum capital levels for international security firms and methods to reduce market distortions arising from the different regulatory treatment of interest rate risks and credit risks. Regulators also reached a consensus that a building block approach, an approach that separates specific issuer risks and general market risks, should be applied to assess capital requirements against debt securities held by banks or security firms and for all equities held by banks. Some securities regulators would apply the same approach to equities. A majority of bank supervisors, however, seemed willing to follow the approach of securities regulators for assessing capital requirements against the securities trading conducted by banks.

At the end of June 1992, the Finance Ministers of the European Community agreed in principle on the proposed directive on capital adequacy which requires banks to treat trading activities in the same fashion as securities firms and directs securities firms to treat non-trading activities in a manner similar to banks for purposes of capital requirements. The new draft of the Directive still must be approved by the European Parliament.

This article posits that regulators should ensure that financial conglomerates are regulated in a manner that helps maintain the safety and soundness of the global financial system. Specifically, this


Joint Statement supra note 4, at 2.

article argues that functional regulations should be designed to separate banking and securities activities and to mandate the assessment of capital requirements by activity regardless of whether this entity is a bank or security firm. Part II of this article explores the risks faced by securities firms and bankers and the regulatory responses proposed in various international fora. Part III focuses on the efforts of IOSCO to develop a consensus on similar types of rules for securities regulators. Part IV compares the emerging consensus among securities regulators with that of banking regulators. Part V examines the European Community's (EC) latest proposal for a Capital Adequacy Directive (CAD). Part VI concludes that efforts to coordinate regulation among securities firms and between securities firms and banks will continue and may eventually lead to a common approach for regulating financial conglomerates.\(^7\)

II. Basic Questions

A. What Are the Differences Between Banks and Securities Firms?  

1. Theory: Banks and Securities Firms Are Two Different Entities

In principle, banks and securities firms serve two distinctly different functions. Banks are viewed as quasi-public institutions that act as: (1) depositories which serve as custodians of the public's savings; (2) intermediaries which channel funds from savers, in the form of deposits, toward consumer and business borrowers, in the form of loans; and (3) payment intermediaries which provide liquidity to consumers and businesses.\(^8\) In contrast, securities firms are risk-taking institutions which serve an intermediary function, in part, by bringing together investors and borrowers who issue securities. Reflective of these roles, the goal of bank regulators traditionally is to ensure the safety and soundness of the banking system,\(^9\) whereas the goal of securities regulators is to protect investors.\(^10\)

Traditionally, bank assets (loans) are mostly long-term and unmarketable.\(^11\) The major risk faced by banks is credit risk, that is, the

---

\(^7\) This article was prepared before the October 1992 annual meeting of IOSCO. It is possible that some changes may occur at that conference.


\(^9\) Di Lorenzo, Public Confidence, supra note 8, at 648.


risk that a borrower cannot repay debts.\textsuperscript{12} Banks also face market risk, in the form of liquidity risk, the risk that they can not meet a financial obligation to a customer, creditor, or investor, and price risk, the risk to earnings arising from changes in interest and foreign exchange rates and from market volatility.\textsuperscript{13}

Banks maintain a capital base to protect against these risks. The major component of their capital requirements is determined by first assigning weights to different types of assets and then assessing capital as a percentage of risk-weighted asset requirements.\textsuperscript{14} Further, banks generally have two safety nets if they experience difficulty: (1) short-term emergency assistance from the central bank; and (2) a deposit insurance scheme that protects depositors. The \textit{quid pro quo} for official central bank support is tight, prudential supervision and capital adequacy requirements.\textsuperscript{15}

Bank supervisors assume that banks hold most assets to maturity and, therefore, credit risk is the predominant risk.\textsuperscript{16} Thus, bank assets (loans) are not valued at market prices (marked-to-market).\textsuperscript{17} Supervisors seek to prevent "fire sales" of assets that would lead to bank difficulties requiring central bank assistance or the use of deposit insurance. The present regulatory tools include: (1) a requirement of portfolio diversification; (2) credit limits related to capital; (3) capital requirements; (4) reserve requirements; (5) deposit insurance; (6) record-keeping and reporting rules; and (7) examinations by supervisors.\textsuperscript{18} Despite the focus on credit risk, supervisors also take into account, at least to some extent, market risk.\textsuperscript{19} When bank regulators associated with the Basle Committee harmonized regula-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} See Basle Accord, supra note 2.
\item \textsuperscript{14} See Basle Accord, supra note 2.
\item \textsuperscript{15} See IMF, Capital Markets, supra note 2, at 44.
\item \textsuperscript{17} Id. at 26. Nonetheless, banks, at least in some countries, may report unrealized gains and losses. See, e.g., Citicorp, 1990 Annual Report at 56; Chemical Banking Corp., 1990 Annual Report, 48, 50 (1991).
\item \textsuperscript{18} See IMF, Capital Markets, supra note 2, at 44.
\item \textsuperscript{19} See Basle Accord, supra note 2, §§ 42, 43. The Basle Accord requires at least some capital to back off-balance sheet items (which include guarantees, interest rate swaps, and foreign exchange commitments). A bank translates its off-balance risks into "credit risk equivalents" that then counts as part of risk-weighted assets. An alternative approach can be used for interest rate and foreign exchange commitments, under which a bank marks these commitments or obligations to market, that is, values them at market prices, and adds an extra amount of capital to cover bank exposure over the period of exposure. The effect is to capture at least part of the general market risk related to changes in interest rates. Id. §§ 42, 43, annexes 2-3.
\end{itemize}
tions regarding bank capital, the focus was on credit risk.\textsuperscript{20} The Basle Committee plans to address risks stemming from interest rates, foreign exchange movements, and other market risks.\textsuperscript{21}

Securities firms trade for their own account, underwrite new issues, serve as secondary market makers and act as agents when they implement customer orders.\textsuperscript{22} They also act as intermediaries between borrowers and investors. Further, they serve as brokers by acquiring securities for their customers' accounts and as dealers by holding or trading securities for their own accounts. Securities firms' assets are highly marketable in the very short term, but are exposed to the risk that market prices fluctuate.\textsuperscript{23} Securities firms accept the market risk that prices for securities will vary dramatically because of the specific risk relating to the issuer of the securities by taking a position that is large in relation to the total market for that security (concentration).\textsuperscript{24} They also accept general market risks related to changes in interest rates, exchange rates, and other variables.\textsuperscript{25}

Securities firms' primary credit risk is increased costs if their counter-parties (clients or traders) delay or default because of changes in prices in the underlying securities, delays in domestic or international settlement or other reasons.\textsuperscript{26} Unlike banks, securities firms generally do not have direct access to official safety nets. They do, however, benefit when central banks aim to inject liquidity in times of market crisis.\textsuperscript{27} In contrast to bank regulators, who aim to minimize risks, securities regulators aim to create a fair and transparent framework for risk taking.\textsuperscript{28} Securities regulators also take a more comprehensive approach to regulation and focus on both credit/counter-party risk, also referred to as settlement risk, and market risk, also referred to as position risk. Reflecting the highly marketable nature of securities and the trading activity of securities firms, regulators require that securities be valued at daily market

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{20} Id. \textsuperscript{8}.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Id.; but cf. Richard C. Breeden, Remarks of Richard C. Breeden, Chairman of U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission to the Institute of International Bankers 10 (May 27, 1992)("Though Basle standards seem to have worked reasonably for credit risk, the decision to postpone developing the methodology for quantifying interest rate risk and imposing capital requirements against it seems unfortunate.")
\item \textsuperscript{22} See IOSCO, INITIAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 8.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Id. at 11.
\item \textsuperscript{24} Id. at 12.
\item \textsuperscript{25} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{26} See id. at 12-13.
\item \textsuperscript{27} Thus, unlike a system of bank deposit insurance, individual securities firms or intermediaries can fail and their customers will lose money. In countries with a universal banking system or with a hybrid system that allows banks to have securities subsidiaries, securities firms, intermediaries and customers will benefit directly from central bank injection of liquidity. See OECD, SYSTEMIC RISKS, supra note 11, at 44.
\item \textsuperscript{28} See OECD, Regulatory Arrangements, supra note 10, at 24.
\end{itemize}
prices, "marked-to-market", to take into account both market risk and credit risk.

Net capital of securities firms is roughly defined as the firm's net worth minus non-liquid assets plus subordinated debt.\textsuperscript{29} If customer accounts are segregated, this definition is basically a capital requirement on the positions taken by the firm on its own behalf. Merely valuing the security at its market price is not enough, however, because this valuation reflects past price changes rather than the price at which the firm may be required to liquidate its holdings in the future and does not take into account counter-party risks.\textsuperscript{30} Therefore, securities firms count something less than the full market value of securities held as part of net capital. That deduction is referred to as a "haircut". The haircut may be 100% where none of the security would count as part of net capital, if the security is non-liquid and hence, particularly risky.\textsuperscript{31} The haircut on securities that are marked-to-market effectively achieves in one calculation what, for banks, is a two-step process of determining risks and setting capital requirements against risk-weighted assets.

Securities firms also have initial entry or base capital requirements and minimum capital requirements designed to protect customers in the event of a counter-party default. Customers do not need protection from a firm that does not deal with them.\textsuperscript{32} Thus, a firm acting on its own behalf will need less capital than one that acts on behalf of third parties without receiving securities or client funds.\textsuperscript{33} In turn, firms that receive client securities or funds, but segregate them and promise delivery on request, will need less capital than one that does not segregate client funds.\textsuperscript{34} Among the main methods of securities regulators are: (1) the establishment and enforcement of standards for disclosure about the nature of the securities; and (2) the monitoring of securities professionals to prevent


\textsuperscript{30} See Comparison of Equity Position Risk Requirements and Scope for Harmonization, compiled in Capital Requirements for Multinational Securities Firms, TECHNICAL COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF SECURITIES COMMISSIONS (Nov. 13, 1990) (XV Annual Conference of IOSCO in Santiago, Chile, Tome 1) [hereinafter IOSCO, Equity Position Risk]. The specific risks for a security is captured in the daily mark to market requirement because, for example, a gradual deterioration in credit standing should be reflected in the market price of exchange traded securities. Id.

\textsuperscript{31} Id. ¶¶ 13-14.

\textsuperscript{32} See The Base Requirement and Minimum Requirement for Capital, compiled in Capital Requirements for Multinational Securities Firms, TECHNICAL COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF SECURITIES COMMISSIONS (Nov. 13, 1990) (XV Annual Conference of IOSCO in Santiago, Chile, Tome 1) [hereinafter IOSCO, Base Capital Requirements].

\textsuperscript{33} Id.

\textsuperscript{34} Id.
manipulation and fraud.\textsuperscript{55}

2. \textit{Practice: Banks and Securities Firms can be Part of One Entity}

In practice, the line between securities firms and banks is considerably less distinct than the preceding analysis would suggest. The terms "securities firms" and "banks" encompass a wide variety of entities. At one extreme, the United States\textsuperscript{36} and Japan\textsuperscript{37} severely restrict banks' ability to engage in securities businesses, although these restrictions are weakening as bank regulators redefine what banks can do. In contrast, in countries such as Austria, Germany, and Switzerland, banking and securities activities are combined into a single entity, called a "universal bank."\textsuperscript{38} In Germany and Austria, anyone seeking to engage in securities trading must obtain a banking license.\textsuperscript{39} Some countries have a mixed or hybrid system that permits banks to engage in banking and allows both banks and non-banks to carry out securities activities.\textsuperscript{40}

Some countries allow securities activities to be conducted in a subsidiary of a bank or a holding company.\textsuperscript{41} A financial conglomer-

\textsuperscript{55} OECD, \textit{Regulatory Arrangements}, supra note 10, at 20.

\textsuperscript{56} Universal banking, defined as banks that are permitted to engage in both banking and security transactions, is prohibited in the United States and in Japan, but the edges of this prohibition have become increasingly frayed. For example, U.S. banks can: (1) have affiliates dealing in municipal obligations, mortgage-backs, and commercial paper; and (2) own a discount brokerage if it does not take positions in securities. The Federal Reserve has loosened its definition, under section 20 of Glass-Steagall, of "not principally engaging" in securities activities. Thus, bank-holding companies will not now violate section 20 of Glass-Steagall if revenues from security transactions are less than ten percent (first introduced in 1987 with 5% ceiling). See IMF, \textit{Capital Markets}, supra note 2, at 41; see also Glass-Steagall Act § 20, 12 U.S.C. § 377 (1989).

\textsuperscript{37} Japanese banks can enter securities business abroad, but not at home. A 1989 paper on universal banking in Japan examined five approaches: subsidiary approach, either separate or multi-functional, holding company, universal bank and piecemeal, for developing a universal banking system. Japan's Financial System Research Council, affiliated with the Banking Bureau of the Ministry of Finance, issued second report in 1990, focusing on two approaches to integration: subsidiary or a multi-functional unit that could, at the wholesale level, engage in a variety of financial activities. At the same time, Fundamental Research Council, affiliated with the Securities Bureau of the Ministry of Finance, urged separate subsidiaries and firewalls. See IMF, \textit{Capital Markets}, supra note 2, at 41.

\textsuperscript{38} OECD, \textit{Systemic Risks}, supra note 11, ¶ 37. Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, and Sweden also have universal banking systems. OECD, \textit{Regulatory Arrangements}, supra note 10, at 24. But, these countries also permit nonbank entities to engage in securities transactions and could also be called hybrid systems. OECD, \textit{Systemic Risks}, supra note 11, ¶ 132.

\textsuperscript{39} \textit{Congress of the United States, Office of Technology Assessment, Trading Around the Clock: Global Securities Markets and Information Technology} 72, n.11 (1990) [hereinafter, OTA, \textit{Trading Around the Clock}].

\textsuperscript{40} These include: Belgium, Canada, Finland, France, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. OECD, \textit{Systemic Risks}, supra note 11, ¶ 37.

\textsuperscript{41} Banks can own securities subsidiaries in the United Kingdom. U.S. bank holding companies can, subject to strict limitations, engage in securities activities. See IMF, \textit{Capital Markets}, supra note 2, at 41.
The type of position that a securities firm may take differs among countries. France, for example, is moving away from a system where the securities firm acts solely as a broker and does not take a position in equities. Securities firms in Japan and the United States act as dealers when they take positions and as brokers when they match orders. Securities firms also may act solely as dealers by taking a position on their own books in every trade that they execute.\(^4\)

Securities regulators may be grouped into four main patterns.\(^4\) Universal banks are regulated mainly by one banking supervisor.\(^4\) In a hybrid system, a banking supervisor may regulate the banking and securities activities of a bank, while a securities regulator supervises brokers. Alternatively, a single entity in a mixed system may be subject to regulation by two agencies that agree on how to regulate the entity.\(^4\) In a strictly separated system, bank regulators will regulate banks, while securities regulators will regulate securities firms.\(^4\)

Other regulatory features also differ widely.\(^4\) One distinction is what the regulators are empowered to regulate. In the United States, for example, there are different regulators for banks, securities markets, and futures markets, and there are significant differences in what activities are regulated. For example, U.S. subsidiaries of regulated securities firms are not, themselves, regulated. Thus, U.S. securities firms have an incentive to shift activities, such as interest rate swaps, bridge loans, and foreign exchange, to subsidiaries in order to reduce the costs of meeting capital and other regulatory requirements.\(^4\) Therefore, without agreements on how to regulate securities activities internationally, a foreign securities subsidiary from a country that maintains separate banking and securities firm regulators may go unregulated in a country that has only banking regulators and assumes that the home country is doing the regulation. The


\(^4\) See IOSCO, Equity Position Risk, supra note 30, at 6.

\(^4\) The following discussion is based on OECD, Regulatory Arrangements, supra note 10, at 25-26.

\(^4\) Note, however, some aspects of securities regulation might be left to self regulatory organizations or local regulators. See id. (discussing the German system; the stock exchanges, for example, are not subject to supervision from bank regulators).

\(^4\) In the United Kingdom, a "lead regulator" is designated. In Spain, there are formal arrangements to share regulatory responsibility. See id. at 26.

\(^4\) In the United States, a bank may have a securities subsidiary; the bank will be regulated by bank supervisors and the securities subsidiary will be regulated by the securities and to some extent the banking, regulators. See United States General Accounting Office, Activities of Securities Subsidiaries of Bank Holding Companies, GAO/GGD 90-48 (1990)[hereinafter, GAO, Securities Subsidiaries].

\(^4\) The discussion that follows is based on OECD, Systemic Risks, supra note 11.

\(^4\) OECD, Systemic Risks, supra note 11, ¶ 142.
remedy for this patchwork coverage is for regulators to agree on who will cover what.

Another distinction in regulatory features utilized in different countries is whether the supervisory function for securities firms is primarily federal, as in the United States, or whether it is provincial, as in Australia, Canada, and Germany. An additional difference is the extent to which the supervision is based on statutes, regulations promulgated by an administrative body, and regulations of a self-regulatory body. These distinctions add complexity to international efforts to harmonize regulations.

B. Why Harmonize Regulations?

1. The Key Reason: Systemic Risk

The main reason to harmonize financial regulation is to avoid a potential global financial meltdown by minimizing systemic risks. Systemic risks are those financial risks with the potential for effects reaching beyond the local economy in which they occur. Serious financial risks can stem from a crisis arising initially in firms, domestic financial markets, international financial markets or the global economy. For example, concerns about systemic risk arose in the Herstatt bank failure in 1974, in the emergence of the LDC debt crisis in 1982, and in the equity market plunges in 1987 and 1989. While a number of developments, including the advance in technology, the deregulation of foreign exchange and financial markets, the innovation in financial services and the rapid growth in international financial markets, have fostered the development of more efficient capital markets, regulators fear that these developments may also increase systemic risks.

A related concern is the potential for regulatory arbitrage. If the regulations of securities in one country is more relaxed than in a second country, it will be cheaper to attract business and to issue securities in the first country. The second country may then seek to reduce its securities regulation, which may be followed by reductions in regulation by the first country. This “race to the bottom” could


52 See OECD, Systemic Risks, supra note 11, ¶ 14 (citing Sean O’Connor, Systemic Risks in Securities Markets); GAO, International Securities Markets 89-115, supra note 10, at 26 (defining systemic risk as “the possibility that failure of a firm will spill over national boundaries, causing firms in other countries to fail.”)

53 See OECD, Systemic Risks, supra note 11, ¶ 8. For example, concerns about systematic risks arose in the Herstatt bank failure in 1974, the emergence of the LDC debt crisis in 1982, and the equity market plunges in 1987 and 1989. Id. at 11.
reduce securities regulation to a point where investors do not receive effective protection. An alternative view of regulatory arbitrage is that investors seek to place their funds in the safest place, in which case there might be a “flight to quality” or a “struggle to the top.”

A similar process of regulatory arbitrage could occur between banks and securities firms. In the 1980s, countries liberalized their financial systems and made it possible for banks and securities firms to engage in new activities. If regulations permitted, one outcome of regulatory arbitrage might be that a bank would seek to restructure itself into a securities firm.

Competitiveness is another key concern as global markets become more integrated. If securities regulation in one country makes issuing securities more expensive than in a second country, a company will choose to issue securities in the second country. If bank regulation is more onerous than securities regulation, a company will choose to issue securities rather than to borrow from a bank. At present, it may be that bank regulations make it more expensive to borrow from banks than to issue securities in some countries, while the opposite is true in other countries. To the extent that costs are equal for securities firms internationally or are equal for banks and securities firms, all institutions would be competing on a level playing field.

2. Possible Models for Harmonization

There are a number of different models of regulatory harmonization among securities firms and between securities firms and banks. Within a country, the highest degree of harmonization might be accomplished by designating one regulatory agency for both

---

55 See OECD, SYSTEMIC RISKS, supra note 11, ¶¶ 7-9 (citing the abolition of exchange controls, the reduction of barriers to entry to national markets, the unfixing of commission rates, and other factors); IMF, CAPITAL MARKETS, supra note 2, at 44.
56 See IMF, CAPITAL MARKETS, supra note 2, at 33 (noting that international equity trading rose from $73 billion in 1974 to $1,528 billion in 1989, while the value of total world trading on secondary markets rose from $7,025 billion in 1986 to $11,717 billion in 1989).
57 Or, at least, it may be cheaper to issue securities in many countries to raise the most amount of funds and to develop a broad, international market. An IOSCO paper notes that the popularity of multijurisdictional equity offers has increased, from $6 billion in 1985 to $48 billion in 1987 (although it fell to $19 billion in 1988). Recent efforts have aimed at reducing the regulatory costs of disclosure so as to permit such offers. See IOSCO, INTERNATIONAL EQUITY OFFERS, supra note 51, at 15.
banks and securities firms which applies a common or at least a similar set of rules to each institution. Another looser approach is to have separate functional regulations and several regulators examine a financial institution, but to designate a “lead” regulator that coordinates the regulators’ examinations of banking and securities activities.

Short of having the same regulator nationally or the same regulator internationally, harmonization can mean different things. Four models of financial harmonization are: (1) commonality; (2) comparability; (3) national treatment; and (4) mutual recognition. Commonality involves setting universal minimum standards and is the approach adopted by the Basle Committee for banks and adopted by IOSCO for securities firms. Comparability is based on the recognition and development of substantially equivalent, but not identical, rules. This approach was adopted by the United States and Canada in their approval of a single disclosure statement for multi-jurisdictional offers of securities of U.S. or Canadian entities, and in a Memoranda Of Understanding (MOU) which is designed to seek information and assistance to enforce domestic securities regulations. National treatment is the principle that a country subjects both domestic and foreign institutions to its own rules. The United States generally follows this approach. Mutual recognition is the principle that allows a foreign firm to operate, within a country’s borders, under the rules of the foreign firm’s country of origin. This is generally the approach taken by the European Community.

The mechanics of achieving harmonization among securities firms alone seem to present an almost insurmountable problem, at least initially. Securities firms operate under a variety of different regimes with substantial differences among them on what activities they may engage in (primarily securities activities or universal banking), who regulates them (ranging from one financial services regulator to different regulators for various activities and from a primarily national regulator to primarily state regulation), and whether they

59 OTA, TRADING AROUND THE CLOCK, supra note 39, at 5.
60 Id. at 5, 76.
61 Id.
62 Id. at 7.
63 Id. at 5.
64 Id.
65 The GAO characterizes the European Community approach as a mixture of setting minimum standards, mutual recognition, and home country control. See GAO, INTERNATIONAL SECURITIES MARKETS 89-115, supra note 10, at 40. In the banking arena, European Community member countries that currently do not have universal banking are considered likely to adopt it so that their domestic banks are not disadvantaged, within their borders, relative to other EC banks. See GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, EUROPEAN COMMUNITY: U.S. FINANCIAL SERVICES COMPETITIVENESS UNDER THE SINGLE MARKET PROGRAM, GAO/NSIAD-90-99 (1990). For a description of the impact of competitiveness and regulatory arbitrage, see Bradley, supra note 54, at 124.
confront legal regimes with statute-based rules, administrative rules, or rules promulgated by a stock exchange.

An approach to harmonization that separates the regulation by the type of activity, whether banking or securities, might be achieved by having two separate regulators promulgate rules for a single entity or by having one regulator apply two sets of regulation to one entity. Overlapping systems of regulation and regulators could prove costly and politically awkward. This difficulty might be minimized by utilizing a system of coordination of regulators. Harmonization could proceed by developing one set of common minimum standards for securities firms and a separate set of common minimum standards for banks. Development of common international rules by a functional entity alone, however, does not solve the problem of regulatory arbitrage nor does it establish a level playing field because banks are also securities firms in some countries and both banks and securities firms can engage in similar activities. If common rules for different entities are developed, negotiations could then proceed to develop harmonized rules for both types of entities. This might be the most realistic way to proceed, given the experience of IOSCO and the Basle Committee.

3. Current Efforts to Harmonize Regulations

Several multilateral organizations presently focus on exchanging information in the securities arena.66 These include IOSCO, the International Councils of Securities Dealers, and Self-Regulatory Associations, a group founded in 1988, consisting of SROs and Security Dealer Associations from Canada, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States, and the Federation International des Bourses, a group consisting of thirty-three stock exchanges. The International Councils of Securities Dealers and Self-Regulatory Association expressly aim to promote harmonization of securities regulations.

IOSCO aims at coordinating securities regulation among countries. It has also exchanged proposals with the Basle Committee, a group of bank regulators, that move towards developing a partial convergence of bank and securities regulation. Several multilateral fora serve as a way to exchange information and as a source for potential proposals on the harmonization of financial regulations.67 For example, although the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), an official agency with representatives from twenty-four industrial countries, is mainly concerned with encouraging global growth and the expansion of trade, it examines trends in financial flows and regulation. Similarly, the Group of 30,

---

66 OTA, Trading Around the Clock, supra note 39, at 77.
67 Id.
to which individuals from major international banks, multinational corporations, and government officials belong, examines issues in international economic and financial policy making. Additionally, the contracting parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) are considering ways to facilitate trade in financial services.68

The most extensive efforts at harmonization are underway in the EC. The EC’s efforts to create a single market have spawned a number of proposals to harmonize monetary financial regulations. Several EC Directives specifically aim at harmonizing bank regulation in order to permit institutions licensed in one country to operate throughout the EC by the beginning of 1993.69 Thus, a bank authorized to operate in one EC country will effectively have a “passport” to operate everywhere in the EC without obtaining authorization from each national authority. The EC is also considering two Directives, the Capital Adequacy Directive and the Investment Services Directive, that would harmonize investment firm capital standards and permit investment firms, like banks, to operate throughout the entire EC.

The CAD, as it was initially proposed in 1990, also seeks to:

- ensure the protection of individual investors and the safety and soundness of the financial system in the integrated European market,
- set a level playing field between banking and non-banking investment firms,
- boost the attractiveness of the EC as a financial center, and
- permit access to financial markets so as not to stifle competition.70

Despite the professed objective of establishing a level playing field,
the draft of the CAD proposed in 1990 does not resolve the issue of harmonizing bank and securities firm regulation. Rather, the proposed Directive suggests that regulators examining universal banks should either apply the banking directives to the entire bank and the CAD to securities firms or separate the securities activities and apply securities standards to the securities portfolio and banking standards to the rest of the bank.\[7]

The EC revised its proposal markedly at the end of January, 1992 by mandating that the CAD would apply to only the proprietary trading accounts of banks and investment firms.\[72] For securities firms, the rest of their activities would be subject to bank-like capital requirements, thus potentially requiring sharp increases in security firm capital requirements. In contrast, banks that could securitize assets, such as mortgages, could face a lower capital requirement.

III. IOSCO Consensus on Capital Requirements for Securities Firms

The Memorandum from IOSCO's Technical Committee to the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision, issued by IOSCO in September, 1991,\[73] appears to reflect a consensus among securities regulators concerning a number of the key rules geared to establish a minimum level of capital adequacy. Nonetheless, securities regulators expressed reservations among themselves on how to ensure capital adequacy.

A. Capital Requirements of Securities Firms

1. United States

The Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC) net capital rule specifies a minimum capital requirement, a base capital requirement and limits the amount of non-customer funds that count towards the net capital requirement. In addition, it specifies a maximum ratio of aggregate indebtedness to capital.\[74] Under Securities Exchange Act Rule 15c3-1, net capital is generally defined as net worth less haircuts on securities positions minus non-liquid assets, like buildings, plus certain subordinated debt.\[75] Subordinated loans are included in net capital because they are subordinated to the claims of all creditors. They must be approved for inclusion as regulatory capital by a self-regulatory organization, the initial term must

---


\[72] Amended CAD, supra note 6.

\[73] See IOSCO Memorandum, supra note 1, at 1-3.

\[74] The basic rule is that aggregate indebtedness cannot exceed 1500% of net capital. See 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-1(a) (1992). Aggregate indebtedness is defined as total money liabilities of a broker or dealer. Id. § 240.15c3-1(c)(1). A broker or dealer can escape from this limitation through compliance with the "alternative method." See infra text accompanying notes 84-86.

be more than one year, and the loan cannot be repaid if repayment
would reduce regulatory net capital below required amounts. In ad-
dition, loans from a person may not exceed, for more than ninety
days, 70% of the securities firm’s total of net worth and subordinated
loans.\textsuperscript{76}

The rule describes brokers and dealers engaging in different
types of activities and mandates an absolute minimum net capital re-
quirement. Under the basic method for calculating net capital, bro-
kers and dealers engaging in a general securities business shall
maintain net capital of not less than $25,000.\textsuperscript{77} Other categories of
brokers and dealers include clearing firms, introducing firms, new
firms, firms in the business of writing options, market makers and
specialists. Brokers and dealers cannot allow their aggregate indebt-
edness to exceed 1500% of their net capital.\textsuperscript{78} This limit is effec-
tively a base capital requirement equivalent to 6.67% of aggregate
indebtedness.\textsuperscript{79}

The SEC takes a comprehensive approach towards counting a
firm’s proprietary trading activities as part of net capital. Securities
are valued at market price (i.e. marked-to-market). The securities are
further discounted through a system of capital charges, called “hair-
cuts,” that are based on market risk, price volatility and liquidity of
individual securities. The haircuts are designed to protect against
potential adverse movements in securities’ prices related both to
general market and to specific firm risks.\textsuperscript{80}

Haircuts for equity securities under the basic method set forth
under the rule are 30% for readily marketable equities, 100% for
those that are illiquid, which is defined as those that have no ready
market and variable for debt instruments, depending upon time to
maturity and upon the issuer and the amount that an option is cov-
ered or is out of the money.\textsuperscript{81} Additional haircuts may be applied for
undue concentration.\textsuperscript{82} Some positions can be offset, because the

\textsuperscript{76} Id. \textsuperscript{77} Id. \textsuperscript{78} 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-1(d).
\textsuperscript{79} See id. \textsuperscript{79} § 240.15c3-1(a)(1). In September 1989, the SEC proposed a number of
changes designed to strengthen the net capital rule. The main provisions would raise the
absolute minimum requirement and reduce haircuts. Exchange Act Release No. 27,249,
54 Fed. Reg. 40,395 (1989). For example, broker dealers that carry customer accounts
would have to maintain a minimum capital level of $250,000. Id. For those that would be
required to hold a minimum capital level of at least $100,000, haircuts would be set at
fifteen percent. Id.
\textsuperscript{80} United States General Accounting Office, Securities Markets: Challenges
to Harmonizing International Standards Remain, GAO/GGD-92-41 (1992) [hereinafter,
GAO, Securities Markets 92-41].
\textsuperscript{81} See IOSCO, Equity Position Risk, supra note 30, ¶ 4. The specific risks for a security
is captured in the daily mark to market requirement because, for example, a gradual dete-
rioration in credit standing should be reflected in the market price of exchange traded
securities. Id.
\textsuperscript{82} 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-1(c)(2)(vi) (various provisions).
\textsuperscript{83} Id. § 240.15c3-1(c)(2)(vi)(m).
securities firm's aggregate risk has been reduced. For example, a dealer with a short position of $100 and a long position of $100 in the same security will have a haircut that is less than a long position of $200.83

A broker-dealer can escape from the aggregate indebtedness limit and have lower haircuts by using the alternative method for calculating net capital. Under Rule 15c3-1(f), the general precept holds that a broker or dealer must maintain net capital equivalent to the greater of $100,000 or 2% of aggregate debit items computed under the "Formula for Determination of Reserve Requirements" in Exhibit A to Rule 15c3-3.84 Furthermore, haircuts are generally lower; haircuts on equity securities fall to fifteen percent. Like the basic method, the alternative method permits some positions to be offset.85 Most large securities firms in the United States use this method.86

2. International Comparisons

A number of securities regulators follow a comprehensive approach and rely upon a cushion provided by capital adequacy requirements. In France, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States, capital includes net worth, which is defined as share capital and retained earnings. In those countries, the net worth calculation in based upon securities positions that are marked-to-market and includes unrealized gains or losses.87

Subordinated loans are counted as part of capital in France.88

83 A dealer takes a short position when he has sold securities that he does not own for future delivery, possibly because he expects to purchase the securities more cheaply in the future. A dealer takes a long position when he agrees to buy securities in the future. Under the Rules:

[T]he deduction shall be 30 percent of the market value of the greater of the long or short position and to the extent the market value of the lesser of the long or short position exceeds 25 percent of the market value of the greater of the long or short position, there shall be a percentage deduction on such excess equal to 15 percent of the market value of such excess . . . .


84 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-1(f).

85 The Rule provides:

[T]he deduction shall be 15 percent of the market value of the long positions. To the extent the market value of the short position exceeds 25 percent of the market value of long positions, there shall be a deduction equal to 30 percent of the market value of such excess . . . .


87 See IOSCO, Equity Position Risk, supra note 30, at 3.

88 In France, the market authority must approve the use of subordinated loans as
the United Kingdom,89 the United States, and in a number of other countries.90 Like the United States, these countries limit the amount of subordinated debt that may be counted as part of capital. In Japan, only foreign firms are allowed to include subordinated loans as part of branch capital. Under certain circumstances, France91 and the United Kingdom92 permit the use of guarantees as part of regulatory capital. Japan and the United States do not count any guarantees. The ability to draw on subordinated debt helps securities firms adjust rapidly to changes in capital requirements on their rapidly changing portfolios that are marked-to-market.93 It also gives parent holding companies flexibility in responding to the capital needs of the regulated securities firm subsidiaries.

Base or minimum capital requirements are generally designed to cover risks not directly linked to market or counter-party risks94 and to provide a cushion to meet firm obligations in the face of business risks. They can be set by a variety of criteria, including floor amounts,95 securities firms’ expenditure volume,96 the amount of as-

---

89 Although all subordinated loans to U.K. security firms must have an initial term of at least two years, regulators distinguish between “long-term loans” that can be repaid on three month’s written notice and “short-term loans” that can be repaid on two day’s notice. Unlike the United States, U.K. regulators permit the uncommitted undrawn line of credit to be included in capital subject to certain restrictions. In the United Kingdom, subordinated loans may not exceed four hundred percent of net worth less intangible assets. Id.

90 These include Australia (no limit), Singapore (regulators can approve up to one hundred percent of paid capital), Hong Kong (guidelines suggest up to two hundred and fifty percent of shareholder funds), and Switzerland (up to twenty-five percent of required capital). But note, no subordinated loans can be counted as part of capital in Germany. See GAO, SECURITIES MARKETS 92-41, supra note 79, at 61.

91 France counts bank guarantees for members of the stock exchange and MATIF; this practice developed because of high base capital requirements. The regulatory authority must approve the use of guarantees and total guarantees may not exceed three times net worth. IOSCO, Remarks, supra note 29, at 7.

92 Guarantees may not exceed thirty percent of a firm’s base capital and, if drawn upon, funds may not be repaid if repayment would cause the firm to breach capital requirements. Id.

93 See id. at 4. Presumably, France and the United Kingdom would offer a similar rationale for the use of guarantees.

94 IOSCO, Base Capital Requirements, supra note 32, at 1. According to a survey in that paper (valid as of October 1990), minimum requirements were DM 3 million for German universal banks, Lira 50 billion for merchant bank subsidiaries of Italian commercial banks, FF 25 million for French brokerage firms, $25,000 for U.S. security firms using the indebtedness method and $100,000 for U.S. security firms using the alternative method, $75,000 for Canadian security firms for members of self-regulatory organizations and $25,000 for others. Id.

95 See, e.g., 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-1(a)(1) (U.S. indebtedness method mandating minimum of $25,000).

96 See IOSCO, Base Capital Requirements, supra note 32, at 2; GAO, SECURITIES MARKETS 92-41, supra note 79, at 54-56.

The base requirement in Japan is 25% of securities firms’ operating expenses excluding certain items that are easily adjustable (commissions and bond interest). GAO, SECURITIES MARKETS 92-41, supra note 79, at 29. In the United Kingdom, the base requirement is
sets handled, the number of professional negotiators, or business requirements. Minimum capital requirements are primarily designed to ensure that securities firms' obligations to clients are fully met and to serve as a cushion or a threshold level, below which securities regulators may intervene to forestall a financial crisis. Generally, risk-based capital requirements will lead to a level higher than mandated minimum levels, which constitute a floor to capital.

Like the United States, France, Japan, and the United Kingdom use a haircut method to assess risk-based capital requirements on debt and equity securities on the securities firms' own positions. For equity securities, the United Kingdom has three methods for calculating haircuts: (1) a simple approach that gives no allowance for hedging or diversification (Equity Method 1); (2) an approach that gives allowances for hedging and diversification of holdings in a given market (Equity Method 2); and (3) an approach that gives allowances for diversification of portfolios that hold United States, United Kingdom, and Japanese securities (Equity Method 3). The United States has two methods: (1) the basic or indebtedness method; and (2) the alternative method. France and Japan apply only one system of haircuts to equity securities.

Securities regulators take into account the liquidity of the markets in setting haircuts on equities. In the United States, securities without a ready market receive a haircut of 100% while those with a ready market receive a haircut of 30% under the basic method or 15% under the alternative method. France, the United Kingdom, and Japan have graduated requirements; haircuts are 10% to 25% on marketable securities and 100% on unmarketable securities. The United States, France, Japan, and the United Kingdom also require additional haircuts when a securities firm holds a significant

the highest of an established minimum for that type of firm or 25% of adjusted annual expenses (one twelfth for clearing firms). Id.

97 See IOSCO, Base Capital Requirements, supra note 32, at 2 (referring to France).
98 See id. at 3 (referring to Ontario's requirement that includes a sum for each specialist, market maker, or trader).
99 See id. (referring to U.S. alternative method, which, under 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-1(f), requires security firms to have the greater of $100,000 or 2 percent of customer related receivables).
100 IOSCO, Equity Position Risk, supra note 30, ¶ 7.
101 Id. ¶ 8.
102 Haircut is 12.5% for "most liquid" securities and 20% for "other marketable" securities. See id. ¶ 14 (noting proposed changes that took effect after the date of the paper).
103 Haircuts depend on which section of an exchange a security is traded. First section securities receive a 10% haircut, second section issues receive a 15% haircut, and marketable securities traded over the counter receive a 25% haircut. See IOSCO, Equity Position Risk, supra note 30, ¶ 14.
104 If firm holdings of one issuer's security exceeds 10% of its net capital, the firm has an additional 15% haircut on the excess. Id. ¶ 26. Also, if a firm has enough securities of a publicly traded company to exercise actual or legal control, it may be barred from selling the security. Id.
proportion of an issue. The rationale is that the firm might have difficulty liquidating such positions rapidly.

For equity securities, securities regulators take different approaches toward haircuts when both long and short positions are held and when trading strategies involving arbitrage, hedging, and derivatives are pursued. Some regulators allow reduced haircuts if a position is taken in a basket of stocks and an offsetting position is taken in an index future. Others will allow reduced haircuts only for short and long positions in the same types of securities. Generally, securities regulators approach hedging firm portfolios, hedging specific positions, and arbitraging between baskets of stock and index futures in very different ways.

For debt securities, haircuts in the United States, Japan, and the United Kingdom are determined according to the type of issuers and maturity. In these countries, the longer the maturity and thus the higher the volatility, the greater the risk weight. For domestic government bonds, haircuts are virtually the same in Japan, in the United Kingdom and in the United States. Yet, haircuts vary considerably on corporate bonds.

Each country has different offset rules for debt securities that

---

105 In France, a security firm’s net exposure to a particular issuer should not exceed 40% of the net shareholders’ funds of the firm. *Id.* ¶ 25.

106 Under U.K. and Japanese rules, a firm’s exposure to one issuer is “concentrated” if it exceeds 25% of the firm’s adjusted net liquid assets. Additional haircuts are required on concentrated exposures. *Id.* ¶ 24.

107 *See id.* ¶ 18 (referring to French and Japanese requirements).

108 In the United States, for example, there would be no requirement on short positions totalling up to 25% of long positions. But, there would be a haircut on the excess of the short position over this percentage. *See IOSCO, Equity Position Risk, supra* note 30, ¶ 19 (referring to the net capital rule, 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c-1(e)(2)(vi)(J)). The United States believes that there is a specific risk associated with short positions (for example, short squeezes). The United Kingdom also reduces haircuts for balanced books. *See id.* ¶ 21.

109 *See generally, Capital Treatment of Certain Arbitrage Positions, compiled in Papers Relating to Capital Adequacy of Securities Firms, Division of Market Regulation, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (1991) (submitted to the Technical Committee of the International Organization of Securities Commissions for the July 16-17, 1991 meeting in Paris, France (1991) including proposals for capital requirements on arbitraging and hedging strategies, including: ADRs against common stock, convertible securities against common stock, warrants on the shares of individual companies against common stock, index warrants against a basket of common stock, stock index options and futures on a basket of common stock, and forward contracts against an individual common stock).*

110 *See Comparison of Position Risk Requirements for Debt Securities, compiled in Capital Requirements for Multinational Securities Firms, TECHNICAL COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OF SECURITIES COMMISSIONS, at 1-3, (1990) (XV Annual Conference of IOSCO in Santiago, Chile, Tome 1) [hereinafter IOSCO, Debt Position Risk].

111 For a government bond with a maturity of less than three months, the haircut would be 0% in the United States, .2% in Japan, and .25% in the United Kingdom. For a government bond with a maturity of twenty-five to thirty years, the haircut would be 3.5% in the United Kingdom, 5% in Japan, and 6% in the United States. *Id.* at 8, Annex A.

112 Each country defines what debt security “qualifies” as a high grade corporate security or, as in the United States, whether the security is deemed non-liquid because there are not enough market makers. For good quality corporate bonds maturing in more than
would permit lower haircuts on simultaneous holdings of long and short positions of a government or high quality bond.\textsuperscript{113} The rules also vary with respect to the extent to which offsets on different issues of government bonds with a similar maturity will be allowed and with respect to whether offsets on different issues of government bonds with different maturities will be allowed. For derivatives on debt instruments, each country has different rules on the treatment of financial futures, options, or interest rate products.\textsuperscript{114}

\textbf{B. Toward an IOSCO Consensus on Security Firm Capital}

In 1989, IOSCO's Technical Committee issued a concept paper outlining a plan to establish a common framework for regulating securities firms. IOSCO recommended that securities regulators:

- Establish risk-based capital requirements that include a base capital requirement linked to the size and nature of the firm's activities, a position risk requirement on firm holdings of securities, and a settlement risk requirement to reflect the risk of nonperformance of a contract to buy or sell;
- Limit the amount of financing, relative to owner's equity, that can be considered as capital;
- Develop standard minimum capital requirements based on the firm's type of business and dealings with customers; and
- Routinely examine securities firms to ensure compliance with financial responsibility, capital adequacy, and record keeping requirements.\textsuperscript{115}

At the 1990 annual meeting of IOSCO, the Chairman of the Technical Committee\textsuperscript{116} summarized a study that focused mainly on comparing capital requirements for nonbank firms in France, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States. That study also focused on the definition of capital, base and minimum capital requirements, debt position risks and equity position risks. The Chairman of the SEC, elected as the new chairman of the Technical Committee in twenty-five years, the haircuts are 6.5% in the United Kingdom, 8% in Japan, and 9% in the United States. \textit{Id.} at Annex B.

\textsuperscript{113} See id.

\textsuperscript{114} See id. For example, "[i]n one country, only exchange traded derivative instruments are allowed as an offset against the underlying cash instrument. In the case of options, three of the countries consider whether the option is likely to be exercised. In those countries in which investment firms do interest rate swaps, the rules treat swaps for the purposes of market risk as notional government bonds." \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{115} See IOSCO, \textit{INITIAL REPORT}, supra note 16, at 5.

\textsuperscript{116} See Remarks by Jeffrey Knight, compiled in \textit{Capital Requirements for Multinational Securities Firms, Technical Committee of the International Organization of Securities Commissions}, (1990) (XV Annual Conference of IOSCO in Santiago, Chile, Tome 1) [hereinafter IOSCO, \textit{Capital Requirements}].
1990, stressed the importance of devising ways to harmonize bank and security firm capital adequacy requirements to prevent the emergence of “unfair competitive advantages.”

At the September 1991 annual meeting, IOSCO issued the Memorandum from IOSCO's Technical Committee on Banking Supervision. The Memorandum describes the areas of agreement among securities regulators and sets forth principles by which they would agree to harmonize securities regulations with bank regulations. The Memorandum focused mainly on position risk and defining some elements of capital, rather than on base capital or minimum capital levels.

1. Definition of Capital for Securities Firms

Securities regulators firmly believe that securities firms that take large proprietary trading positions or that act as dealers should be able to count their use of short-term subordinated loans as part of capital. The use of subordinated loans, where allowed, is subject to strict lock-in restrictions that prohibit repayment by securities firms at maturity if it would bring the firm's capital below a threshold level. Regulators stressed that access to such loans can boost capital bases quickly in response to changing market or counter-party risks and facilitate securities firm compliance with capital requirements. In addition to the “lock-in” provisions, a majority of the Technical Committee indicated that it would be willing to accept, as part of an international agreement, an upper limit on the use of subordinated loans of 250% of equity capital and retained earnings. The upper limit is equivalent to about 70% of a firm's total equity capital plus subordinated loans. These limits parallel those of the SEC.

A majority of Technical Committee members also indicated that there was no need for sub-limits, referred to as inner limits, within the 250% limit on subordinated capital on the use of loans from unregulated group entities and entities outside the group. Three countries, France, Germany, and Switzerland, disagreed with the majority because the absence of inner limits would permit securities firms greater access to intra-group loans than allowed for banks and a

---

117 GAO, Securities Markets 92-41, supra note 79, at 33.
118 IOSCO Memorandum, supra note 1, at 1-8.
119 Two members of the Technical Committee expressed concern about including subordinated loans as part of capital and would prefer a definition of capital that is closer to that specified by the Basle Committee. See id.
120 For example, in the United States, payment would not be permitted if it would, together with any other payments scheduled for the next six months, reduce net capital below 1200% of the minimum required level for net capital or fail to meet other rigid requirements. 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-1d(b)(8).
121 See IOSCO Memorandum, supra note 1, at y (two members dissenting).
122 See supra text accompanying note 75.
123 See 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c5-1(d).
CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS

This dispute arises because pure securities firms would have a lower cost of capital than security firms in the form of universal banks, which are subject to Basle capital requirements that mandate a subordinated debt limit equivalent to 50% of equity capital for banks. The majority of Technical Committee members pointed out that the artificial capital argument could arise without inner limits because an unregulated entity in a group could issue short term paper and convert it into equity capital in the regulated entity. The majority argued, therefore, that the appropriate solution lay in better supervision of financial conglomerates.

2. Comprehensive or Building Block Approach

The securities regulators in major markets use the comprehensive approach that endeavors, through haircuts, to capture specific and general market risks in one risk weight. Adverse price movements arising from factors linked to the issuer give rise to “specific” risks. Adverse price movements that are unrelated to an issuer are “general” market risks. In contrast, proposals of the Basle Committee Working Parties recommend an approach that separates specific and general market risks related to traded securities. This approach is called the building block approach, which includes “X” capital charges for specific risks and “Y” capital charges for general risks. Nonetheless, most securities regulators seem willing to accept the building block approach for both equity and debt securities.

Some members of the Technical Committee agreed that the building block approach would be acceptable for securities firms, provided that it was implemented with a transition period. The Japanese Security Bureau stated that it would prefer to maintain the comprehensive approach and retain Japan’s capital adequacy rules that went into effect in 1990. Nonetheless, Japan indicated a willingness to adopt the building block approach if everyone else did.

The SEC stated that it would not give up the comprehensive approach, as implemented in its net capital rule, although it “would

---

124 See IOSCO Memorandum, supra note 1, at 5. There was also disagreement about whether there should be limits on capital from outside of a group. Some felt that a trigger of the lock-in provisions would alert lenders to a potential problem, while others felt that it was a sign of strength that lenders would provide funds subject to a lock-in provision.
125 See Basle Accord, supra note 2.
126 At least, France, Japan, the United States, and the United Kingdom. See supra text accompanying note 87. German universal banks fall under bank regulation based on the principles of the Basle Accord. See supra text accompanying note 38; see also GAO, SECURITIES MARKET 92-41, supra note 79, at 56.
127 See IOSCO, Equity Position Risk, supra note 30.
128 See IOSCO Memorandum, supra note 1, at 8.
129 Id. at 3.
130 Id.
131 Id.
support the use of the building block approach as a means of expressing a minimum standard." The SEC supports the comprehensive approach with its use of haircuts and limits on leverage because it has provided an "accurate and financially responsible safety margin against the risks to which broker dealers holding equity positions have been exposed, especially in times of market stress." Obviously, a similar capital standard could, in theory, be established by using a one-step (a comprehensive) approach or a two-step (a building block) approach. The debate reflects different capital requirements among countries and variances between banks and nonbank security firms. The issue is not merely what level of capital should be assessed against proprietary trading of securities firms, which, for example, differ in the United Kingdom and the United States. It is also a question of against what activities the capital requirements should apply. For banks and countries like Germany with a universal banking system, capital requirements are assessed against all assets. In contrast, in some countries without universal banking, regulators only apply a system of haircuts to the securities firms' own securities positions, although other limitations, such as those on the amount of subordinated debt, can act as a prudential curb on the firms' abilities to expand and to engage in risky activities.

3. Debt Position Risk for Securities Firms

Debt position risk arises when a securities firm holds debt securities of other firms for its proprietary accounts. The main issues cited in the 1991 IOSCO Memorandum relate to what constitutes a qualifying security and what offset rules should apply. A qualifying security is generally an easily marketable, high-grade corporate security.133

---

132 Id.
134 See IOSCO Memorandum, supra note 1, at 6-7. Note that there was also an issue of whether bonds should be placed into the regulatory scheme for capital charges based on duration or residual maturity. Duration is a weighted average time to payment of interest and capital. Duration is generally used to measure the sensitivity of bond prices to interest rate changes. The SEC is against the use of duration for regulatory purposes, but the rest of the Technical Committee appears willing to consider accepting duration as an alternative methodology. See id. at 7.
135 See IOSCO, Debt Position Risk, supra note 110. Japan and the United Kingdom classify, and assign risk weights to, bonds as government, qualifying or high quality corporate, and other. The United States classifies, and assigns risk weights to, bonds as government or government guaranteed, municipal, Canadian Government, nonconvertible debt issues rated in one of the top four categories, and others (those bonds that have at least two market makers). Id. The Carosio group would have allowed offsetting rules to apply to junk bonds; the U.S. SEC treats junk bonds like equities. See SEC, Equities Paper, supra note 133, at 91; Capital Adequacy Standards for Positions Subject to Interest Rate Risk, compiled in Papers
The Carosio group, a Basle Committee subgroup, recommended a building block approach. Each bond would be assigned a risk factor for specific risk (X) and general market risk (Y); the two risk factors together would then be added to derive a capital charge for a bond within a given maturity band. Capital charges for market risks could be substantially reduced by taking offsetting positions; the charges for specific risks would remain unchanged. The Carosio group proposed the adoption of three zones, with thirteen sub-zones or bands. The maturities would be up to one year in Zone One, up to four years in Zone Two, and more than four years in Zone Three. A long and short position could be almost completely offset within the same time band. A long and short position between zones could be offset, but to a lesser degree. Offsetting within the same maturity band is called vertical offsetting, while those in different bands are called horizontal offsetting. Effectively, some degree of offset would be permitted for hedging a long position in any bond of any maturity with a short position in any other bond of any maturity. The underlying assumptions are that (1) interest rates on all debt instruments change in the same direction at the same time; and (2) changes in the market value of bonds in one maturity will offset those of another security with a different maturity.

In response to the Carosio proposals, the SEC proposed the
adoption of a building block methodology and the use of zones of different maturities.141 But, the SEC urged a rolling band approach. A bond in one maturity band could be offset with a bond that fell within a limited maturity range above and below the band.142 Progressively lower degrees of offsetting would be permitted as the maturity band of a bond was farther away from the maturity band of the bond to be offset. No offsetting would be permitted between bonds with maturities of more than a certain number of bands apart or between Zones One and Three.143 A majority of the Technical Committee members rejected the Carosio proposals on offset rules because the proposals would lead to substantial reductions in the amount of capital required by securities regulators144 on portfolios containing long and short positions in securities. The majority145 supported offset rules along the lines of those proposed by the SEC.

4. Equity Position Risk for Security Firms

Equity position risk arises when a securities firm holds equities of other firms for its proprietary account. A majority of the Technical Committee was willing to accept an approach that sets both a minimum percentage of capital on the gross position and on the net position. This approach is called the "X + Y approach."146 Under this approach, a minimum standard of 4% on the gross position, needed to cover specific risk inherent to a particular security and 8% on the net position, needed to cover the general market risk, would apply to diversified portfolios of highly liquid or qualifying equi-

141 Id. at 1-2, 90. In the United States, the net capital rule divides government securities into four categories based on maturity (which are further divided into subcategories) and nonconvertible, highly rated corporate debt into nine bands. Within each subcategory of government bonds, the SEC allows a complete offset between long and short positions so that a capital charge would only be assessed against the net position. Partial offsetting of capital charges (or haircuts) is then permitted within a category, and, in limited cases, between categories.Offsetting is also permitted on highly rated nonconvertible corporate debt. Within certain limits, capital charges on corporate debt may also be offset by government bonds. Id. at 20-26.

The SEC proposal was aimed at increasing capital charges from levels proposed by the Carosio group by reducing the offset opportunities between bands of different maturities. See id. at 90.

142 See id. at 91.

143 Id.

144 Notably those in Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States. See IOSCO Memorandum, supra note 1, at 6.

145 Three countries, however, expressed reservations. Germany stated that it could accept the SEC proposal as a compromise. Australia, which tends to favor tighter offset rules than the SEC, stated that it could not yet endorse the SEC proposal because regulators had not yet tested the proposals using data from Australian markets. France would prefer the Carosio proposals and expressed the view that the SEC proposal was too harsh with respect to the ban on offsetting between maturity zones one and three, the level of the vertical disallowance factor in zone one, and the fact that vertical disallowances differ among zones. See id. at 6.

146 This approach was one discussed by the Barnes Working Party. See id. at 8.
ties.\textsuperscript{147} That is, the capital requirement would be 4\% of the value of the long position, 4\% of the value of the short position, plus 8\% of the net position. Thus, for a portfolio with a long position of $100 and a short position of $100, the capital requirement would be $8 as calculated by 4\% of $100 (the long position) plus 4\% of $100 (the short position) plus 8\% of $0 ($100-$100, or the long position less the short position).\textsuperscript{148} A portfolio with a long position of $100 and no short position would have a capital requirement of $12 (4\% of $100 long position plus 4\% of $0 short position plus 8\% of $100 net position). A portfolio that is balanced with both short and long positions has a lower capital requirement than a portfolio with only a long position. The rationale is that a balanced portfolio is less risky.\textsuperscript{149} Despite the emergence of an apparent consensus, considerable disagreement among the securities regulators still exists. For example, regulators noted that global equity markets are not homogeneous and suggested that the $X + Y$ approach fails to take into account political risk, the varying degrees of volatility and liquidity in different markets, the variety of market structures, and other unique local features.\textsuperscript{150}

Regulators did not agree on the extent to which capital charges should be lowered when portfolio diversification reduces the riskiness of portfolios.\textsuperscript{151} France, Japan, and the United Kingdom consider that the “four plus eight” standard is too high and overstates

\textsuperscript{147} For other equities, the minimum standard would be 8\% of the gross position and 8\% of the net position. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{148} See SEC, \textit{Equities Paper}, supra note 133, at 21-22, Exhibit A.

\textsuperscript{149} See id. at 6; IOSCO Annual Conference: Technical Committee Sends Capital Memorandum to Banking Supervisor, Int’l. SEC. REG. REP. (Oct. 7, 1991).

\textsuperscript{150} See IOSCO Memorandum, supra note 1, at 8.

\textsuperscript{151} Portfolio theory is based on the proposition that an investor can get higher returns if he doesn’t put all of his eggs in one basket. The demand for financial assets are a function of risks and expected return. The risks arise because the future price cannot be predicted accurately, that is, prices follow a random walk. See \textit{Kenneth Garbade}, \textit{Securities Markets} 134, 241-265 (1982). The random walk theory has also been expressed as the idea that “Prices have no memory and yesterday has nothing to do with tomorrow.” See SEC, \textit{Equities Paper}, supra note 133.

The return on an asset may be the same as another asset, in which case, the returns would be perfectly correlated. If the price of one asset goes up and the price of a second asset falls by the exactly the same amount, then the returns are have a perfect negative correlation and the risk of this two asset portfolio would always be zero. Mathematically, it can be shown that holding a portfolio of assets, rather than one asset, will reduce risks even when the returns on the assets a zero or an arbitrary correlation. See Garbade, supra, at 134.

Portfolio theory serves as a foundation for evaluating whether financial markets are efficient. If investors do not make use of all available information in forming their expectations on the return of assets, then equilibrium prices will not fully reflect all relevant information and some investors can earn abnormally high returns by exploiting information ignored by others. If information about past patterns of securities prices (or historical information) does not improve an investor’s ability to predict future prices, then the market is weak-form efficient. If expectations of future prices have been formed on the basis of all information in the public domain (and not just historical information), then the market is semi-strong efficient. If no information exists that could be used to improve an
the risks in diversified portfolios. The SEC maintains that lower capital requirements based on portfolio diversification theory are not appropriate because: (1) not all risks are reduced through diversification; (2) it is unclear what constitutes a sufficiently diversified portfolio; and (3) it would be extremely complicated to administer a capital rule that required regulators to assess whether portfolios were adequately diversified.152

Regulators have conceded to disagreement in other areas as well.153 Individual regulators have discretion to define what constitutes qualifying equities and diversified portfolios.154 Regulators agree that arbitrage activities will require separate treatment and that this issue should be resolved in another IOSCO sub-committee.155 Finally, Japan said that it would adopt the standard if all parties agree to it, while the United States has said that it will maintain its net capital rule, but ensure that capital requirements meet or exceed the agreed upon standard.156

C. Is IOSCO Headed in the Right Direction?

IOSCO seeks to harmonize standards of capital adequacy in the major securities markets by setting common minimum levels. If successful, the commonality approach could appropriately set a floor below which neither competition nor regulatory arbitrage could force international regulation and establish a basis for prudential regulation to mitigate systemic risks.157

In its September, 1991 Memorandum, IOSCO ostensibly made

152 The SEC argues that not all portfolio risk can be reduced through diversification. The SEC finds that there is "valuation risk" stemming from market inefficiency in determining a stock's inherent value and from unexpected future developments that affect a stock's inherent value. The SEC might be saying that the market is not strong-form efficient because it does not incorporate insider information. The SEC also maintains that there is "volatility risk," or the risk of substantial market movement during periods of market stress. See SEC, Equities Paper, supra note 133, at 7. Note, the SEC also believes that "an international capital standard should provide adequate coverage for the worst days and the most aggressive trading firms, not just representative days or portfolios." Id. at 31 (discussing why the 2/8 version of the building block approach was inadequate).

153 See IOSCO Memorandum supra note 1, at 8.

154 Id.

155 Id.

156 Id.

157 The contra argument is that the costs of harmonization could inhibit the development of new or hybrid financial products and could be costly generally if capital requirements are too high. U.S. Commodities Future Trading Commission's Commissioner Albrecht urged the abandonment of harmonization in favor of continued competition. He suggested that "the CFTC favors a policy of combining national treatment with mutual recognition." See OTA, TRADING AROUND THE CLOCK, supra note 39, at 79. Such a principle would, for example, permit a foreign firm to operate in the United States if it complied with the regulations of its country of origin and the rules of the country of origin and the United States were comparable. Id.
progress among securities regulators toward establishing a definition of capital and a minimum level of capital for position risks. The apparent consensus, however, may be a mirage; the EC members of IOSCO released a revised version of proposed EC rules on capital adequacy that differs from the IOSCO Memorandum.\footnote{See Amended CAD, supra note 6. For example, the January version of the EC proposal would have permitted a lower amount of non-equity finance to count toward security firm capital. The June version would permit the same amount of subordinated debt as the IOSCO Memorandum. See infra text accompanying note 194.} The IOSCO Memorandum also did not address how to harmonize regulations between securities firms, which would face IOSCO rules, and universal banks, which would face IOSCO rules on securities activities and Basle capital adequacy rules on all assets. Significant progress appears to have occurred at IOSCO's January, 1992 meeting; a consensus may be emerging that would effectively strip out the securities activities from banks and subject them only to IOSCO rules.\footnote{See Joint Statement, supra note 4, at 2. The statement says that:

(1) with respect to holdings of traded debt securities, the building block approach would be used by all regulators and regulators from only one country had reservations about minimum levels of capital and definitions of offsetting rules;
(2) with respect to equity securities, bank supervisors and some securities supervisors would use the building block approach, while other securities supervisors would continue to use the comprehensive approach and would demonstrate that their requirements would equal or exceed capital requirements under the building block approach; and
(3) regulators would consider some provision in the definition of capital for banks' trading portfolios so that permitting the use of subordinated debt for securities portfolios would not give securities firms an advantage over banks.} One question that should be asked is how to determine how much capital is needed to cover risks. The assumption that past volatility or past market stress is an indicator of future market stress should be closely examined. Regulators also need to assess and to recognize the degree to which trading strategies and derivatives reduce securities firms' risks.
IV. IOSCO Consensus v. Basle Accord

One handicap to developing consistent securities regulation is that banks engage in activities that resemble those undertaken by securities firms. Perhaps the best method of overcoming this handicap would be to segregate the bank's securities portfolio and apply securities regulation to these activities, although this may involve thorny, political problems of how to get domestic bank and securities regulators to coordinate regulation. Another option is to harmonize regulations so that the entity, whatever its form, maintains enough capital and follows enough prudent practices to maintain the safety and soundness of the financial system. This approach fails to address level playing field issues between banks and securities firms, domestically and internationally.

Regulators have considered both solutions. For example, U.S. regulators mandate that securities transactions of banks take place in a subsidiary. At the international level, banks and securities regulators are considering ways to harmonize regulations. This section first examines bank regulation and then compares it with the consensus emerging among securities regulators.

A. Bank Regulatory Harmonization: The Basle Accord

In July of 1988, regulators from the Group of Ten countries endorsed the Basle Committee proposal establishing a common framework for international bank supervision. The framework only focused on credit risks. It did not focus on market risks related to changes in interest or foreign exchange rates or on the disparate treatment of banks because of different tax and accounting regimes; rather the Accord envisaged future work toward establishing a common framework in these areas. The main elements of this Accord were to:

- define the elements of capital, which was divided into (1) core, or "tier 1," capital in the form of equity capital and disclosed reserves and (2) supplemental, or "tier 2," capital in the form of undisclosed reserves, general provisions, subordinated loans, and hybrid debt/capital instruments;
- assign credit risk weights to various types of exposure;

---

160 See supra text accompanying notes 36-47.
161 This solution could involve two different types of regulators examining one entity, unless the entity is a universal bank so that a single regulator could propound rules or the bank is one entity in a group and the securities firm is another entity so that two regulators would examine two separate entities.
162 See GAO, SECURITIES SUBSIDIARIES, supra note 47, at 2-3, 11.
163 The Group of 10 is comprised of: Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the United States. See Basle Accord, supra note 2.
164 Id.
165 See id. Nonetheless, some market risk is effectively taken into account by the Basle Accord's treatment of off-balance sheet items.
set a minimum standard for the ratio of capital to risk weighted assets; and
provide for a transition period, with full implementation to be completed by January 1, 1993.\textsuperscript{166}

By January 1, 1993, international banks are required to have capital equivalent to 8% of their risk-weighted assets, of which Tier Two capital could not exceed four percent.\textsuperscript{167} In addition, subordinated debt cannot count for more than the equivalent of 50% of Tier One capital, only part of unrealized capital gains can be counted as part of Tier Two capital\textsuperscript{168} and only a limited amount of general provisions/loan loss reserves can count as capital.\textsuperscript{169} The Basle Committee considered that subordinated debt had the drawback of having a “fixed maturity and inability to absorb losses except in liquidation.”\textsuperscript{170}

Regulators intended that the scheme of assessing capital against risk-weighted assets be relatively simple to apply, despite differences in the structure of banks in different countries. Regulators also intended to incorporate the risk of both on-balance-sheet (e.g. loans) and off-balance-sheet (e.g. commitments and guarantees) activities and not to deter banks from holding liquid assets.\textsuperscript{171} The scheme classifies assets by the type of counterparty into four risk weights: zero, twenty, fifty and one hundred percent.\textsuperscript{172} Thus, for example, cash and claims on central governments receive a 0% weight, while riskier loans to the private sector receive a 100% weight.\textsuperscript{173} Off-balance-sheet items are first converted into credit risk equivalents by multiplying the principal amounts by a credit conversion factor; the risk-weights are then applied to these equivalents.\textsuperscript{174}

Under the Basle Accord, bank or publicly guaranteed loans or assets collateralized by cash or securities issued by certain public entities are assigned the risk-weight of the bank or the public entity, rather than the borrower. The Basle Accord also provides for a

\begin{itemize}
\item To assign credit risk weights, a system was developed consisting of five risk weights, ranging from zero to one hundred percent, that were assigned to different types of assets (cross-border loans, governmental entities, collateral and guarantees, residential property mortgages, off-balance sheet engagements). See id.
\item The limit is expressed as “The total of Tier 2 (supplementary) elements will be limited to a maximum of 100 percent of Tier 1 elements.” See id.
\item Only 45% of the difference between the historic book cost and the market value can be counted as tier 2 capital. This limit is expressed as “In the case of ‘latent’ revaluation reserves a discount of fifty-five percent will be applied to the difference between historic cost book value and market value to reflect the potential volatility of this form of unrealized capital and the notional tax charge on it.” See id.
\item This limit is expressed as “general provisions/general loan loss reserves will be limited to a maximum of one and one quarter percentage points, or exceptionally and temporarily up to two percentage points, of risk assets.” See id.
\end{itemize}
crude assessment of country risk in applying its risk-weights to cross-border bank assets. Loans to central governments and other sovereign entities of OECD countries receive a lower risk-weighting than those of non-OECD countries. The Basle Accord explained that foreign exchange and interest rate contingencies needed special treatment because “banks are not exposed to credit risk for the full face value of their contracts, but only to the potential cost of replacing the cash flow . . . if the counterparty defaults.” The Accord contains two methods of dealing with the credit risk of these contingencies: (1) mark the value of the contingencies to market and then add an amount to reflect the potential future exposure, or (2) apply a factor to the amount of the original exposure. The second approach reflected the view, held by a minority of regulators, that the marked-to-market approach was inconsistent with the rest of the capital adequacy framework of the Basle Accord.

The Basle Accord was not automatically imposed on each country. Countries had to adopt the framework into their own law. By September 1990, countries with the main financial centers adopted the framework set forth in the Basle Accord. As part of the efforts to create a single European market, the EC adopted three key banking Directives that are generally consistent with the Basle framework.

B. Basle Accord and IOSCO Consensus: A Comparison

The first key difference between the traditional roles of bank and securities regulators lies in the type of assets and accounting of the entities that they regulate. Loans and other bank assets are generally not easily marketed assets and are not carried on bank books at market value. In contrast, securities held, traded, or sold by securities firms generally are marketed easily and have an easily ascertainable

---

175 Id.
176 Id.
177 Some countries have supplemented risk-based capital adequacy requirements with other national measures designed to constrain banks’ ability to lever their capital bases. In the United States, for example, bank holding companies must maintain a minimum ratio of Tier One capital to consolidated assets. The ratio has been set at 3% for top-rated banks in good condition and at higher levels for institutions with lower ratings and those experiencing significant growth. See IMF, CAPITAL MARKETS, supra note 2, at 37; 12 C.F.R. §§ 208, 225 (1990); John L. Douglas, FDIC Forced to Focus on Capital Levels, NAT’L L.J., July 13, 1992, at 20-21 (discussing the impact of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. Improvement Act of 1991, Pub. L. 102-242, 105 Stat. 2236 (Dec. 19, 1991)).
178 Id.
179 Notably, the Own Funds, Solvency, and Second Banking Coordination Directives. These Directives are fairly consistent with the Basle Accord, except that unrealized capital gains cannot count as Tier Two capital. See id. at 36.
180 The Basle Committee struggled with how to deal with collateral and new financial instruments. The Accord treats bank holding of loans collateralized by assets as private sector claims unless guaranteed by the central government; there is, however, a lower weight assigned to residential mortgage loans. Asset sales with recourse are off-balance
value. Thus, bank regulators are more concerned with credit risks relating to the borrower while securities regulators traditionally are more concerned with ways to take into account both market and credit/counterparty risks.

Reflecting these differences, securities firms value all assets to market price, thus recognizing unrealized gains and losses, but banks do not in some countries. Securities firms have a 100% haircut on illiquid or not easily marketable assets and do not count them in calculating capital,\textsuperscript{181} while banks still count them in risk-weighted assets.

Both the IOSCO proposal and the Basle Accord have an 8% capital requirement to protect against risks, but the base to which the capital requirement is applied and the nature of the risks included are different. For securities firms that segregate client funds, the 8% requirement is assessed against the net equity position held by the firm and is designed to protect the firm against general market risks. For banks, the 8% requirement is assessed against risk-weighted assets held on or off their balance sheets and is mainly designed to protect against defaults by their borrowers.

In short, the two regulatory schemes at present are quite different. To assess the impact of capital requirements on the two types of financial institutions, similar capital requirements would have to be applied against a similar base. Thus, for example, banks might apply the security firm requirements to their trading/securities activities. To the extent that securities firms engage in banking activities, as a universal bank or through a subsidiary, they might apply banking requirements. In fact, a press release following the January 1992 meeting of the Technical Committee of IOSCO and the Basle Committee suggested that regulators may be headed in this direction.\textsuperscript{182}

With respect to what counts towards capital, securities firms are viewed as having more access to subordinated loans with less restrictions and for shorter terms than banks do. At least two securities regulators permit the use of guarantees, whereas bank supervisors do not.\textsuperscript{183} Banks, however, have easier access to cheap deposits and central bank funds that are not available to securities firms.

\textsuperscript{181} See IOSCO, Equity Position Risk, supra note 30, at 5.
\textsuperscript{182} See supra text accompanying note 4. But note, however, that the Basle Committee is apparently in favor of distinguishing between securities held by banks for long-term purposes, against which capital requirements might not apply, and those held for trading purposes, against which capital requirements would apply. On this point, IOSCO sharply disagrees with Basle because banks could shift securities from their trading books to their investment books, which, in fact, turnover quite rapidly. See Disagreement Plagues Committee Discussions on Harmonized International Capital Standards, INT’L. SEC. REG. REP., July 28, 1992, at 1.
\textsuperscript{183} France and the United Kingdom. See IOSCO, Remarks, supra note 29, at 6-7.
Whether banks or securities firms have a higher effective capital charge has not been clearly determined.\textsuperscript{184} Securities firms in the United Kingdom, which are allowed to use an amount of subordinated loans equivalent to 400\% of their equity, maintain that they would face a sharply higher capital charge if forced to comply with proposed IOSCO limits on subordinated debt, tighter proposed EC capital adequacy directive limits, or even stricter Basle limits.\textsuperscript{185} Moreover, France and the United Kingdom are arguing that IOSCO is seeking to set specific risk charges, at least for equities, at levels that would require substantial increases in security firm capital.\textsuperscript{186}

Securities regulators appear to recognize that in an ideal world different capital requirements for banks/securities firms would not influence the form chosen by an entity to carry out its activities. In the 1991 IOSCO Memorandum, the Technical Committee observed that even if bank and securities regulators set a common minimum standard for market risks and definition of capital,

\begin{quote}
[S]ubstantial differences between the respective overall capital adequacy tests would remain and, as a result, some Technical Committee members point out that harmonizing the market risks alone would not create a “level playing field.” They point out that securities firms could be at a competitive disadvantage if the market risk requirements for banks and securities firms were the same, but only securities firms were subjected to a base requirement and net liquid assets test. On the other hand, if all national banking requirements were taken into account, together with the Basle Convergence Accord, the balance in some countries could well be in favor of the securities firms because many banks are subject, inter alia, to high initial minimum capital requirements.\textsuperscript{187}
\end{quote}

The potential for regulatory arbitrage between banks and securities firms appears to have increased as a result of financial deregulation in the major industrial countries in the 1980s. The Basle Accord attempts to develop a common capital standard for banks, while the emerging IOSCO consensus appears directed toward establishing a common capital standard for securities firms. If the two groups coordinate, the incentives for regulatory arbitrage should diminish and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[184] But one observer stated: “If adopted, the proposal would force nonbank securities companies to increase their capital, forcing up their costs. The proposal has sparked concern particularly in the UK, where nonbank companies dominate the securities industry.” Richard Waters, \textit{Brokers Should Meet Capital Adequacy}, \textit{Fin. Times}, Nov. 28, 1991, at 30.
\item[185] See id.
\item[186] See id.
\item[187] \textit{IOSCO Memorandum, supra} note 1, at 2. SEC Chairman Richard Breeden noted that: “If a capital rule is not market neutral, it will essentially function as an indirect system of credit allocation by the government. By creating an artificial incentive to invest in certain types of securities rather than to make loans, the current Basle standards seem to fail the test of market neutrality.” Remarks of Richard C. Breeden, Chairman of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission to the Institute of International Bankers, New York, New York, at 11 (May 27, 1992)(also cited in \textit{SEC Chairman Urges Capital Rules That Cover All Types of Securities}, Int’l. Sec. Reg. Rep., June 16, 1992, at 6).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
a level playing field might emerge.\textsuperscript{188}

V. The European Community's Capital Adequacy Directive

The EC Finance Ministers have examined the amended proposal for the CAD\textsuperscript{189} several times during the past two years. The CAD effectively attempts to treat the trading books, defined to include proprietary positions taken in any security,\textsuperscript{190} of banks and securities firms in a manner similar to the IOSCO proposal and to treat non-trading book activities of the two types of institutions in the same manner. On the surface, the CAD seems to meet the objective of treating financial conglomerates in a consistent, rational way and avoids distortions between banks and securities firms.

One of the problems with the CAD is that, to the extent that non-trading book activities of securities firms do not constitute banking, it may overstate the need for security firm capital. Thus, the CAD might require bank-like capital charges on securities firms when they act merely as agents for clients or when they are engaging in hedging activities. In contrast, when banks make loans, they do not act as agents for customers and they take the risk that the borrower will not repay them. Thus, one problematic issue was whether arrangements involving the borrowing of stock, such as repos and repurchase agreements, should be treated like securities transactions involving a trading position and be subject to the CAD or if they should be treated like secured bank loans and thus be subject to higher bank requirements. The EC decided that these agreements fall under the CAD.\textsuperscript{191}

The Amended CAD also calls into question the degree to which the IOSCO proposals represent a consensus among securities regulators: the CAD differs in several significant respects from the IOSCO guidelines, even though EC members are also IOSCO members. In June, the EC Finance Ministers agreed that the CAD should be reviewed within three years to take into account changes in inter-

\textsuperscript{188} This will not be an easy task. The effects can be seen, for example, on Chemical Bank. Chemical found that its capital/risk-weighted asset ratio, as calculated for bank capital standards, was higher when it included its securities subsidiary than when it excluded this subsidiary. \textit{See} \textit{Chemical Banking Corp. 1990 Annual Report} 33 (1991). To the extent that it counts capital from its securities subsidiary, Chemical may be more competitive than other banks because they face a lower cost of engaging in banking activities than other banks.

\textsuperscript{189} Directives are a form of EC lawmakers. The Capital Adequacy Directive is not final; it still must be presented to the European Parliament and approved by the twelve member states of the European Community. \textit{See} \textit{Credit Institutions, supra} note 6. The June, 29th accord will be officially published in fall 1992, after a final text is approved. The following discussion is based on the January version of the Amended CAD proposal, an EC press release, and various news reports.

\textsuperscript{190} \textit{See} \textit{Amended CAD, supra} note 6, at 14.

\textsuperscript{191} \textit{See} \textit{Amended CAD, supra} note 6, at 15; Simon Landon et al., \textit{Muted Cheers for the Single Market: Attempts to Unify European Securities}, FIN. TIMES, June 11, 1992, at 23.
national markets.\textsuperscript{192}

Under the present approach, overall capital requirements would include requirements on initial entry and other risks, trading book, nontrading book, and large exposures.\textsuperscript{193} Under the revised CAD agreed in June 1992, non-bank firms could rely on subordinated debt for total capital for an amount equivalent to 250\% of equity capital if illiquid assets are not deducted or up to 250\% of equity capital if non-liquid assets are deducted. Banks' subordinated debt may amount to 250\% of equity capital.\textsuperscript{194} In contrast, the IOSCO Memorandum would allow securities firms to rely on an amount of subordinated debt equivalent to 250\% of equity and the Basle standards for banks would count an amount equivalent to 50\% of equity.

Initial capital for securities firms would depend on their level of activity. The CAD would not apply to securities firms engaged solely in investment advice and/or processing of investors' orders without holding money or securities on their behalf. Initial capital would be set at ECU 50,000 for firms that act as intermediaries but do not hold clients' money or securities; ECU 125,000 for firms managing investor portfolios or taking orders from investors; and ECU 730,000 for large firms that take market positions or orders from clients.\textsuperscript{195} Securities firms would also be required to hold an additional amount of capital equivalent to one quarter of their previous year's fixed overhead.\textsuperscript{196} Together, the initial and other risk requirements are equivalent to base and minimum capital requirements.

Capital requirements against position risk would, as under the IOSCO Memorandum, be assessed using the building block approach that separates specific issuer risk and general market risk. According to the January version of the CAD, capital charges for specific risks on debt positions would be: (1) 0\% for central government securities; (2) on qualifying items, .25\% if due within the next six months, 1.0\% if due within six to twenty-four months, and 1.6\% if due in more than twenty-four months; and (3) 8.0\% on all other items.\textsuperscript{197} Capital charges for general market risks would be assessed in a manner more consistent with the Carosio proposals, rather than the stricter SEC proposals, toward which the IOSCO Memorandum asserted that securities regulators were leaning.\textsuperscript{198} The Amended

\textsuperscript{192} See Economic and Financial Questions, 1595th Council Meeting (Press. Rel. 7460/92, Press 132), June 29, 1992, at 6 [hereinafter Questions].
\textsuperscript{193} Amended CAD, supra note 6.
\textsuperscript{195} See Questions, supra note 192, at 5-6.
\textsuperscript{196} Amended CAD, supra note 6, Annex IV at 49.
\textsuperscript{197} Id. Annex 1 at 34.
\textsuperscript{198} Compare Amended CAD, supra note 6, Annex 1 at 35-40 with SEC, Debt Paper, supra note 135 (discussing Carosio proposal).
CAD also provides for calculating general market risks using a duration methodology.

On equity position risk, the January version of the amended CAD follows the IOSCO by requiring a specific risk charge of 4% against the sum of net long and net short positions and a general market risk charge of 8% against the overall net position. In several areas, however, the Amended CAD appears to provide for an easing of capital requirements relative to the IOSCO proposals. For example, the Amended CAD provides that the specific risk charge could be reduced to 2% if: (1) the equities are not those of issuers that would attract an 8% capital charge on debt securities; (2) the equities are highly liquid; and (3) no individual position within the portfolio amounts to more than 5% of the value of the overall gross position of the portfolio.

The Amended CAD also spells out in greater detail the treatment of specific instruments and hedging strategies. It also permits the use of financial models to assess the underlying risks of options and swaps, and to serve as a factor in determining capital requirements. The IOSCO Memorandum suggested that more work needs to be done in these areas. The Amended CAD also clarifies the treatment of underwriting. For example, no capital requirements against securities being underwritten shall be imposed until it is clear exactly how many securities the firm will be required to accept under the underwriting agreement.

Capital requirements would be assessed against foreign exchange risks. In contrast to the CAD, IOSCO has not yet determined how to take into account foreign exchange risks and the Basle Accord aims only at taking into account the credit risks associated with foreign exchange contingencies. If a non-bank has a large exposure, defined as an amount equivalent to 25% of its capital, to an individual or a group of connected clients, the firm shall be required to meet additional capital requirements. Initially, the firm will have a ten-day window before capital requirements increase because of the large exposure. The ten-day window reflects in part concerns by primary dealers and underwriters that they would be unable to fully place an issue without facing prohibitive capital costs. In earlier drafts of the CAD, a five-day window had been proposed.

---

199 Compare Amended CAD, supra note 6, at Annex I at 41 with IOSCO Memorandum, supra note 1, at 8 (similar equity position guidelines).
200 Amended CAD, supra note 6, Annex I at 41.
201 Id. Annex I at 31-33.
203 Compare Amended CAD, supra note 6, at Annex III, with Basle Accord, supra note 2 and IOSCO Memorandum, supra note 1, 1-8 (no mention of foreign exchange risks in the IOSCO consensus).
204 See Questions, supra note 192. See Credit Institutions, supra note 6. The International Primary Market Association believes that the CAD could substantially raise capital require-
VI. Conclusion

The challenge in the efforts to harmonize regulations among securities firms and between banks and securities firms is to simultaneously ensure that: (1) the safety and soundness of the global financial system is preserved; (2) neither entity gains an unfair advantage through cheaper costs of doing business; and (3) both entities have an adequate degree of capital and prudential regulation in the event of difficulties. Efforts to harmonize regulations among securities firms are proceeding under the auspices of IOSCO. Considerable progress appears to have been made in identifying the main issues and the possible basis for developing a framework. Securities regulators, however, are still grappling with the issues that bank regulators overcame when they designed the Basle Accord framework for credit risk for universal banks and banks solely engaged in banking. Securities regulators are seeking to harmonize regulations among a greater variety of institutions and intermediaries, regulatory structures and activities and entities that may have previously gone unregulated.

Securities regulators appear to be willing to live with a framework that attempts, like the Basle Accord, to separate the types of risks against which capital should be assessed. Further, regulators appear to agree on some of the elements for a common framework based on building block approach, although the United States, if it followed the IOSCO consensus, would also maintain its comprehensive approach. Substantial work remains to be done to develop a common definition for (1) capital; (2) haircuts on equities, debt instruments, and derivatives; and (3) treatment of trading strategies and offsetting rules.

One danger that must be minimized is that, in apparently equalizing the capital adequacy rules among securities firms and other securities market participants, regulators do not place too high a burden on some intermediaries that do not engage in the variety of activities of major multinational securities firms. Assessing the same capital requirements placed on dealers against brokers would prove

---

205 As one observer put it, "The issue is not really one of trying to establish a level playing field, but of trying to arrange for two games to be played under a single referee on the same pitch. In rugby football, players can pick up the ball in their hands and run with it. Whilst that may appear to give them a significant advantage over their soccer playing brethren, they labour under the very severe handicap that the ball cannot be passed forward. However, it would be useless to try to create competitive equality between a rugby and soccer team, since (apart from the shape of the ball) the objectives of each game and the scoring system are quite different." See Developments on the Capital Adequacy Directive, Fin. Reg. Rep., Nov. 18, 1991.
too costly for brokers. This danger is, perhaps, minimal because
large multinational securities firms generally act both as brokers and
dealers and the common framework would apply only to such firms.

Similarly, efforts to develop comparable capital adequacy rules
for banks and securities firms may run the risk that similar rules are
applied to entities with very different activities and risks. These con-
cerns suggest that banking and securities activities might best be
governed by different regulators, with some arrangement, as in the
United Kingdom, for one regulator to take primary responsibility for
supervising a given entity. To the extent, however, that financial
conglomerates engaging in a broad array of financial activities are
really the key financial institutions of the future, the best arrange-
ment may well be for a single regulator to supervise the entire entity.
Appointment of a single regulator would avoid costly overlapping
regulation and ensure that the entire entity focused on the risks fac-
ing it.

The EC’s CAD, which attempted to develop a level playing field
for its financial institutions, has developed a framework to apply
functional capital adequacy rules so that, for example, banks’ securi-
ties portfolios are treated in the same way as security firms’ proprie-
tary positions. In other areas, however, the CAD may impose similar
regulations on financial institutions engaging in very different activi-
ties, thereby creating distortions in their financial systems. More-
over, the CAD diverges, in some respects, from the direction in
which IOSCO appears to be headed and may make the harmoniza-
tion of international regulations more difficult.

Current efforts at harmonizing regulations do not focus either
upon splitting responsibility between regulators or upon forming a
single regulator for the emerging financial conglomerates. Rather,
they focus on harmonizing rules first among securities regulators
and then between securities regulators and bank supervisors. The
current efforts to harmonize rules runs the risk of creating greater
instability by applying similar rules to dissimilar activities. However,
current efforts may be more politically acceptable than mandating
regulatory approaches and may, in the end, wind up at the same
point: achieving sensible rules for global financial conglomerates.